At the Court of King Artur: THE SPIRIT meets Natalia Avelon, Klaus Maria Brandauer & Mario Adorf

Berlin, Zoo Palast, September 8, 2018: The '100 YEARS ARTUR BRAUNER' gala: THE SPIRIT, aka Marc Hairapetian, meets actress and singer Natalia Avelon, Golden Globe Winner Klaus Maria Brandauer ('OUT OF AFRICA', 1986) and actor Mario Adorf ('THE TIN DRUM' - Academy Award winner as 'Best Foreign Language Film'). We honoured our friend, the legendary last tycoon and Golden Globe Winner Artur Brauner ('HITLERJUNGE SALOMON', Best Foreign Language Film 1992), on his 100th birthday party. At the reception, singer Marianne Rosenberg joined with us as we danced hand in hand to Yiddish music. Thank you, Alice Brauner for the invitation!

Read Marc Hairapetian’s interview Artur Brauner on his 100th birthday for 'DIE ZEIT':
www.zeit.de/kultur/film/2018-07/artur-brauner-filmproduzent-100-geburtstag
The ‘100 YEARS ARTUR BRAUNER’ gala: THE SPIRIT aka Marc Spirit Hairapetian & world star Klaus MNaria Brandauer (Golden Globe 1986 as Best supporting actor for ‘Out of Africa’, also amazing in ‘Mephisto’, ‘Never Say Never Again’ and ‘Oberst Redl’). They’ve know each other since 1994 and recorded many interviews. In 2003, they even recorded the radio play ‘Königshaut’(‘Kingshaw’), which was released on two CDs (Hoerbuch Hamburg). THE SPIRIT considers Brandauer, after Oskar Werner, to be the best Austrian actor of all time on stage and in the film! The Spirit is honored that Klaus Maria Brandauer would like to write the foreword to his Oskar Werner biography. (Berlin - Zoo Palast, September 8, 2018, photo by Sengebusch for SPIRIT - A SMILE IN THE STORM www.spirit-ein-laecheln-im-sturm.de / www.spirit-fanzine.de / www.spirit-fanzine.com)

THE SPIRIT, aka Marc Spirit Hairapetian, & Artur Brauner at Askania Award 2016. Now Artur is
100! (Photo by Heiko Lehmann for SPIRIT - A SMILE IN THE STORM www.spirit-ein-laecheln-im-
sturm.de / www.spirit-fanzine.de / www.spirit-fanzine.com)